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Descriptive English is usually asked in:
- CSAT (Civil Services Aptitude Test)
- Civil Services (Mains)
- IES, CAPF, IFS, PCS, SSC CGL Exams
- Probationary Officers Bank Exam held by SBI 
- TGT, PGT exams



What are the writing skills 
usually asked in these 

exams and how to prepare 
them?
Writing Skills



Things asked in writing section:
- Essay writing
- Report Writing
- Precis Writing
- Letter Writing 
- Expansion Writing



Comprehension Skills
Subjective and Objective Comprehension



Focus should be on clear, correct and concise 
language to answer subjective RC questions



Grammar Skills
The Function of Tenses, Voice, Clause, Non 
Finite Verbs, Narration (Direct and Indirect 

Voice), Synthesis, Transformation, Prepositions



Verbal Skills
Idioms and Phrases, Phrasal Verbs, Legal 

Vocabulary, Foreign words and expressions, 
Synonyms and Antonyms, One word 

substitutions, Paronyms and Homonyms



How to prepare for 
descriptive English?



Step 1: Formats
- For writing skills KNOW YOUR FORMATS well
- Practice weekly
- Commence paraphrasing or encapsulating whatever you learn on a daily 

basis
- Get enough exposure of writing to ensure:

- You ace the art of forming crisp
- Concise
- Well structured
- Grammatically correct sentences
- You should master the art of brevity

- NURTURE a writing habit; write regularly



Step 2: Evaluate and proof read your own work
- Inculcate the habit of PROOF READING your written work
- Often we keep on practicing without focusing on how we could form better
- Ask yourself always when you evaluate your work

- WHAT WENT WELL
- And WHAT YOU CAN DO BETTER

- Evaluate yourself on content, structure and style of writing



Step 3: Incorporate usage of words you learnt (if 
they are relevant)

- Diligently work to incorporate new usage of words (HOWEVER, never ignore 
the fact whether they are relevant to the scenario)

- Focus on expanding your vocabulary 
- And ensure that using the word becomes second nature to you



Step 4: Work on both your Grammar and 
Spellings

- Look out for the common errors you make
- Ensure TRAINING your mind not to repeat those errors



Step 5: Ban the usage of these words
- Deleting a few simple words would make your writing impressive
- Words like very, really, quite, good, got, stuff, things, and
- These words don’t communicate strongly and even sans them your text will 

mean the same



Step 6: Prefer active voice over passive



Step 7: Learn avoiding BLAND phrases





Thank You
Email: neerja.studyiq@gmail.com


